User_talk:Xo
Salut ! Bienvenu ! Robin told me that you are a web designer and that you know about CSS. I think it could be
good to look into a more stylish design for Hitchwiki and it would be great if you want to play with this. I can
give you the appropriate access to change the CSS from the current skin or we can install another MediaWiki skin
and play with that. We also just installed a forum that needs some tweaking to make it look similar. guakasite, wikitalk
20:38, 10 September 2008 (CEST)

ahhh didn't see that well I'm back and broke my ankle so I have plenty of time now. I'm not a web designer but
just had play a lots with css and other stuff like that, it's a Drupal /forum/ ? you can contact me by mail elluigi
_at_ gmail _dot_ com xo 19:29, 16 September 2008 (CEST)

Categories
Hi! Your user page category has been changed to Category:Hitchhikers in France because from now on this
(along with the old Category:Hitchhikers) will be a standard categorization for hitchhikers on hitchwiki.org (see
this discussion here for the reasons of doing so). If for some reason you don't want to be categorized by country,
feel free to delete country category on your page leaving only a standard Category:Hitchhikers. We hope you
don't mind, though.
Happy hitching,
The hitchwiki team

Yay for new background!
Just Upload whatever files you need and use them in MediaWiki:Monobook.css, which you can edit now that
you're an administrator here :) guaka 21:31, 8 April 2010 (UTC)
Thanks! Much better already! guaka 15:33, 9 April 2010 (UTC)
Check Hitchwiki:Topline guaka 19:03, 9 April 2010 (UTC)
This new background is great, thanks a lot for that! It is much more appeasing to my eyes
after all those red(ish) burdensome links and background. Vidimian 23:14, 10 April 2010
(UTC)
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